COMPANY PROFILE

ABOUT US
Jersey Engineering & Trading Company is a flagship of the Jersey Group. Jersery Group has
over two decades of experience in delivering & executing projects with future-ready HVAC
products, equipment and services.
Offerings range from Air Conditioning systems, Ventilation Fans, Valves, Chilled water
Pumps, Dehumidifiers and Air Filtration systems among several other value added products;
the company enjoys a virtual pole position in the market.
Jersey Engineering & Trading Company is a single point solution provider for multiple
customer requirements and is closely working with highly experienced consultants &
contractors primarily overviewing project inception, equipment selection, engineering
assistance, meeting stringent specifications and towards delivery & successful installation.
The company creates and emphasises on catering to client valuation and satisfaction all the
while doing it’s part for the environment as well.
The organization is continuously expanding its market reach with technically superior products
that bring higher quality & value to the projects it participates in.

VISION

MISSION

Jersey Engineering & Trading Company’s vision is

“Our mission is to build a portfolio of profitable and

to be a market leader in its chosen field, providing

sustainable businesses with a focus on providing

industry-disrupting solutions and becoming the

the most reliable engineering solutions to the global

partner of choice to our customers, partners and

market.”

employees whilst adhering to our core values.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Applied products

Industrial & Utility Pumps

Daikin is the world’s leader in air conditioning equipment.
Daikin is at the forefront of innovation and the global
provider of advanced, high-quality air conditioning and
heating solutions for residential, commercial and industrial
application. With over 90 years of operation, Daikin has
sold millions of systems across 140 countries. What makes
Daikin great isn’t just their HVAC systems, it is Daikin’s
personal service, commitment to quality and technological
innovations that allow Daikin to be a leading HVAC
manufacturer.

DESMI, Denmark is a global company specializing in the
development and manufacture of pump solutions for
Marine, Industrial, Oil spill combating, Defence & Fuel
and Utility. Delivering proven technology from 1834 is
guaranteed along with expert solutions proven and tested
around the world for 180 years.

Since its founding in Osaka in 1924, Daikin has expanded
business focussing primarily on delivering air conditioning
to over 150 countries. Aiming to help solve social and
community problems and grow business, Daikin strives to
meet expectations and maintain trust worldwide as a global
company that supports human health and comfort while
emphasising on the need for air and environmental benefits

The business areas covered within the Utility Business
Segment of DESMI include energy efficient pumps and
pump solutions for various applications such as District
Cooling/Heating, Medium/Large HVAC applications like
hotels, towers, power generation and waste water among
several others.
In the industry segment, DESMI is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of internal gear pumps and specializes in
industrial pumping solutions handling various liquids and
application materials. In addition to the ROTAN® internal
gear pumps DESMI also provides an array of centrifugal
pumps characterized by high levels of efficiency and low
NPSH values. The applications covered within the Industry
segment includes solutions for Aquaculture, Asphalt &
Bitumen, Desalination, Oil Blending, Isocyanate, etc.

Precision Air Conditioning
Airedale Air Conditioning is a British manufacturer with over
40 years’ of experience. As the United Kindom’s leader in
providing Chillers, Precision Air Conditioning and IT cooling
solutions, Airedale is at the forefront of controls software
design and optimization. We are experts in integrating
products to reduce total cost of ownership.
Airedale Precision Air Conditioning units are designed
for a wide range of applications where close control
and high precision air conditioning is essential. This
includes data centre cooling, medium and low density
server environments, telecom switching stations, medical
operating theatres and clean room environments.
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Domestic Pumps
DP-Pumps develops and manufactures stainless steel
centrifugal pumps and pressure boosting systems for
applications involving processing of drinking water. When
it comes to hydraulic efficiency, reliability and quality, DP
pumps and systems are among the best in the world.
Established in 1955, DP Pumps from its 15,000sq.m facility
in Holland, manufactures more than 100,000 pumps and
over 3000 pump sets a year. Its products carry WRAS/ ACS/
NSF61/Lloyds Certifications.

OUR PRODUCTS

Domestic and Waste Water Pumps

Industrial Ventilation

ZIRANTEC Pumps & Motors are from the house of Fabbrica
Italiana Pompe Sommergibili S.r.l. It has over four decades
of experience as an old Italian Company of high repute,
offering complete waste water solutions around the world.
Its current product portfolio includes world class Waste
Water Pumps of various types, Multistage Centrifugal
Pressure Booster Pumps, Borehole Submersible Pumps
& Motors, End Suction Centrifugal Pumps, and Industrial
Pumps for various applications.

Maico Ventilation Gmbh is the one of the largest and oldest
companies in Europe - founded in 1928 with its headquarters
at Villingen-Schwenningen Germany, manufacture all kinds
of industrial and domestic fans under the brand name
DYNAIR & ELICENT. Manufacturing units of Maico are based
in Germany, Italy and India.

ZIRANTEC’s products are conceived, designed and
manufactured by well qualified and experienced Italian
Pump Engineers in state of the art manufacturing facilities
across Italy. These manufacturing plants are accredited
with the UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 Certification.

Dynair Italy is the industrial division of Maico Italia SpA and
a worldwide established brand in the industrial and plant
ventilation sector. Elicent, a division of Maico Italia SpA, is a
leading Italian brand in the Domestic Fans Range.
Maico India operation started in 2006 with its head office
based out of Pune. Maico India is an AMCA Certified member
which produces high quality fans as per International
standards.
DYNAIR & ELICENT produces a complete range of Industrial
/ Domestic Fans which include Cabinet Fans, Axial Fans,
SISW, DIDW, High Temperature Fans, Special Application
Fans used in corrosive atmosphere (Acid proof), Explosion
Proof Fans and Domestic Fans like Inline ducted and Wall
mounted Fans.

Plate Heat Exchangers

Apart from the above product, Maico also specialises in Car
Park Ventilation providing a complete solution package that
includes CFD Analysis, Ecology Units & Smoke vents.

ARES PHE established in 2002, with many years of
experience in heat transfer technology, specializes in the
gasketed plate heat exchanger market. ARES PHE is one of
the global manufacturers that provide bespoke solutions
catering to the needs of all parts of industry. ARES PHE’s
extensive product range and experience in the plate heat
market have enabled them to successfully provide optimum
and energy efficient products to their global partners.
ARES PHE products are used in different segments of the
industry including energy, oil and gas, the heavy industry,
chemical, marine, sugar, food and beverage, HVAC and
other related markets all over the world ensuring higher
efficiency and operating cost reduction.
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OUR PRODUCTS

Air Curtains

General Duty Valves

Olefini Air Curtains serve as a boundary between indoor
and outdoor areas. They act as a closed door to prevent
intrusion of external hot, cold or impure air. They are
designed to maintain required room temperature and
save energy. All units come either as a simple or heated
(Electrically or with Hot Water) and most of them can also
stand vertically, if ordered in advance. Additionally, most of
the units incorporate filters for cleaning the supplied air.

Albion benefits from the knowledge and expertise that
comes with over 30 years, experience in the industrial
heating and valve market. Albion Valves was created
with the sole purpose of supplying quality products at an
affordable price to independent pipework distributors
and engineering merchants throughout the UK, with a
growing reputation for quality and reliability. Albion is now
an established brand providing customers with a trusted
alternative to premium priced products and a margin
opportunity that is one of the most attractive in the market.

Olefini Air Curtains stand out for its slim design, simple
mounting, high durability and powerful airflow. Most
widespread is its classification of air curtains by the size of
protected openings and installation type. Air curtains are
divided into 3 major segments:
•

Air curtains suitable for door height up to 3 meters

•

Air curtains suitable for door height up to 4 meters

•

Air curtains suitable for door height up to 8 meters

Control & General Duty Valves
FlowCon International was founded in 1985 at Denmark
as a JV with Grisworld Controls, USA. This union between
two market leaders of Control Valves in Europe and USA
led to innovative product development particularly in the
automatic balancing and pressure independent control of
valves.

Floor Drains & Interceptor
ACO Group is the worldwide leader in the manufacture and
supply of drainage technology for external and internal
applications.
With more than 50 years of valuable experience, ACO
stands for professional drainage cleaning efficiency and the
controlled discharge and reuse of water.
ACO Group is present with independent companies in over
40 countries. ACO have their own production sites in 15
countries including Germany, Czech Republic, Australia,
USA and China.
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With more than 10 million installations, Flowcon
International is the world’s largest specialist manufacturer
of Dynamic Valves and Pressure Independent Valves for the
HVAC segment.
Together with its subsidiary, Flowcon IVC, specialist
manufacturers of general duty valves, Flowcon can now
offer comprehensive valve solutions for both Plumbing
and Chilled Water applications. Flowcon IVC product
range includes, Gate Valves, Ball Valves, Butterfly Valves,
Balancing Valves, Pressure Reducing valves, Strainers, etc.
with sizes ranging from 15mm up to 600mm depending on
valve types.

OUR PRODUCTS

BTU Meters

Filtration Products

For more than 120 years, Landis+Gyr has been an industry
leader in energy management solutions. Using advanced
metering infrastructure and cutting-edge smart grid
technologies, Landis+Gyr helped utility companies all over
the globe improve their operations, protect their assets,
lower their operating costs and provide better customer
service. With a focus on quality, reliability, and innovation,
Landis+Gyr’s portfolio of products and services can help
you do the same and modernize your smart grid for the
future.

AAF|Flanders, is a global leader in the Air Filtration for
industrial as well as commercial segments, and has been
serving clients for over 100 years.
The solutions and products cover the full spectrum of
Industrial and Commercial HVAC filtration requirements,
including Health Care, Oil & Gas, Clean Rooms, Semi
Conductor, Pulp & Paper, Hotels, Museums, Commercial
Buildings, etc.
The various solutions offered are Inertial Air Filters for
fresh air intake, Electrostatic Filtration Units, Automatic Roll
Filters, Laminar Flow HEPA housings, Clean Rooms, Bag-in
Bag-Out Housings, Inline Ducted HEPA housings, Terminal
Fan Filter Units, Kitchen Exhaust Filtration Units / Ecology
Units, Smoking Room Filtration Solutions and Fresh Air
Intake Units with chemical filtration.

Dehumidifier
Bry-Air - the leader in dehumidification worldwide has over
five decades of experience in applications, manufacturing
and engineering, and R&D in the field of dehumidification
& environment control solutions, with several patents to its
credit.
The company’s range of products find application in all
industries and has installations in over 80 countries and
their product range is backed by the latest technology, a
strong R&D division, world class test facilities and a team of
highly trained engineers.
Bryair is known for trusted solutions provider across
industries like food processing, pharmaceuticals, Lithium
battery manufacturing, cold stores, data centres, plastic
processing and process industries.
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Our Services
Engineering Services
We offer lucrative MEP solutions to clients within a specified time period. Decades of experience
in assisting many mechanical, electrical & plumbing industries with their design and drafting
needs make us an indispensable leader in a soaring market.
Expertise in AutoCAD, Revit, Solidworks, Inventor, and 3D Max are just the latest in line
of the software that make us an adept competitor. We excel at what we do and that
eventually helps us provide the most accurate design and drafting solutions for our
clients. The team consists of qualified engineers, draftsmen, experts and superiority
analysts. Innovative technical expertise and modernized design processes make us
an asset with a value addition to our client’s business so that they are free to focus
their attention on their core competencies while we manage the rest.
•

MEP Engineering Design

•

BIM MEP Modeling

•

MEP Drafting Supports

•

Structural & Stress Analysis

•

Value Engineering

Maintenance Services
Effective and efficient company resources need to be regularly checked for defaults so
as to prevent failure. In this MEP industry, it is important to have systems that never fail.
At our Service Division, we provide such solutions with an excellent team. We deliver
monthly, quarterly and annual solutions for all of your products. Each plan is customized
to suit your specific system and unique service needs. Plans are available in 1 year, 2
years and 3 years option periods. We repair and maintain CRAC units, Pumps, Ventilation
& Filtration Systems, Dehumidification Products, Valves and Electric Control Panels. We
also maintain an extensive parts inventory.
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Major Projects

Qatar Rail

Lusail City, Qatar

Al Bayt Stadium

Pearl Qatar

Qatar University

Al Maha Hospital

Khalifa International Stadium

Thumama Stadium

Jersey Group Subsidaries
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www.jerseyengg.com

Head Office
+974 4499 5077
+974 4499 5088
P.O.Box 7943 Doha, Qatar
info@jerseygroup.com

Store
Entrance: 2; Building: 9
GWC Bu Sulba Ware Housing Park
Store Working Hours: 6 Am – 2 Pm
+974 4436 5928

